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instance " As sweet as balm, as soft as air, as gentle ..."
—marvellous, marvellous and beyond all marvel! One
feels every turn of Cleopatra's nature. / think she is far
and away his greatest woman, but shall meekly listen to
you belauding Cordelia and Co., who might stand in the
Idylls of the King but not where they are. (Universal
booing from the Right of the Chamber). Yes, I look
forward to assaulting you with Bolshevik negation over
your next work. And now gird up your loins and take
up the magnum opus which you started at some time .ago.
I think you objected that you have not enough specialized
knowledge of some of the world's literatures to set about
comparing their finest things. But I reply that the finest
things obviously emerge from the special to the air of the
universal. My eye lit just now upon your humble dissent
from Jebb's view of Samson. No doubt that you are right.
Very well then, go ahead, and exhibit and discuss and
compare and lay down canons and illustrate them- Drop
the clothing of the poet's environment, age, etc., and show
the naked beauty of the great things every where—or when
I say everywhere, I mean take a large range. Poetry is
what I want, not prose, and, if you're dealing with a poet,
h bas la politique—znd even dramatic structure and so on
to a large extent. Let's have the kernel: lots of people can
and do enlarge upon the husks. It sounds rather vast and
even chaotic, but it would be a real service to get people
to look for poetry, sheer poetry, and learn to recognize it.
Much would be obvious and straightforward and a great
enjoyment to you. But I don't know whether you see your
way to any row of pegs on which to hang your writing.
But do think it over,
. . . Now I have actually kept awake and babbled, but
must now turn to my evening discourse. How I wish I
could sometimes get up and talk about Dante or Milton.
How mouths would open and eyes close! You know
preaching sometimes is more of a job than trying to
translate Catullus! There's a good pagan sentiment for
you from a Rural Deanl

